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Harbeth at the heart of new TV studios
AT the core of a £5 million TV studio refurbishment are Harbeth loudspeakers. When Britain’s

UK’s big daily drama

Alan delivering the Harbeths

commercial ITV channel, makers of the hugely successful weekday series Emmerdale, revamped
its Leeds broadcasting centre they had to have the best possible monitors.
After a year-long project, the Emmerdale studios now have the latest highdefinition audio and video technology.
Outdoor filiming is
“The audio team at Emmerdale
on location (left),
know how important
with studio shots
and post production
well-balanced sound is
at the re-vamped
to their hit TV show”, says
ITV Yorkshire HQ
Harbeth’s Alan Shaw.
(below).
“I am in awe of how
much technical crafting
goes into a mass-market
daily drama like Emmerdale.
Every camera angle, every
microphone position, and
the smallest detail of lighting
is pre-planned, weeks ahead.
Nothing is left to chance
because the cost of re-filming
is so great,” he adds.
The entire cast and crew are
working extremely long hours,
and that’s where Harbeth’s
natural-sounding monitors really
shine. Even after a twelve-hour
shift, talented sound engineers go
home unfatigued, ready to do it all
again the next day: rare nowadays
as more and more studios cut corners to save costs, and inevitably compromise their monitoring.
Harbeth was chosen because experienced audio engineers must have complete confidence in their
monitors when making artistic decisions, and know they can rely on the traditional, uncoloured Harbeth
sound with its BBC design pedigree. Well done again ITV Yorkshire, for investing in Harbeth monitoring,
just like your colleagues at The X-Factor – making Harbeth the natural choice for premier TV making.

M40.1s studio stands

Munich here we come – German high-end show excitement
GERMANY’S High End Society Munich show
has become a highlight in the worldwide
audio calendar. It is now a vital place for
leading manufacturers to display their brands
to international audio buyers.
Harbeth is already planning its exhibit for
2012 and looks forward to seeing new and
existing customers at the M.O.C in Munich
between 3rd and 6th May, 2012.
“The award-winning P3ESR mini monitor
will be among models on view in Munich”,
explains Harbeth’s MD Alan Shaw.
“I have been looking at the issues of room

resonance on the User Group (link here),
which hint at why it is so challenging to showoff high end audio in temporary exhibition
rooms”, he adds. “As always, the proper place
to hear our great speakers is at your local
Harbeth dealer who can re-create a calming,
domestic listening environment .”
If anyone can suggest how to properly
demonstrate in a large, open trade show
hall, we would be pleased to hear from you
because we are currently working out how
to bring the glorious Harbeth sound to the
discerning Munich visitors.
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Announcement from Poland...

“

IT IS hard to express how delighted we are at ‘High
Fidelity’ magazine [Poland] to announce our
eighth Awards of the Year. For us it is the
recapitulation and culmination of the whole
year.
All through the years we have
presented the awards irrespective of
category, price, producer, and so on –
all that mattered was the sound and the
quality of the product. We nominated
every product that we deemed worth
recommending and which could find its
way to more audiophiles through this
additional promotion.
This year we decided to introduce an
important change in the nomination
process: the number of awards has been
significantly reduced. We have one main Statement Award,
fourteen Awards of the Year 2011, and two additional
Achievement recognitions for companies. It means
decreasing the number of awards by two-thirds. All this
from within 150 products!
We believe that this is the expectation of our readers,

both Polish as well as those from abroad,
who constitute nearly half of visitors
to www.highfidelity.pl. Fewer awards
equals more prestige for the nominees
and their even
higher recommendation.
In order
to make it
possible we
had to make a number of
very difficult decisions and turn
down many fantastic products.
It is therefore
my great pleasure
to announce that
the High Fidelity
Award of the Year 2011 goes to… Harbeth
M40.1 loudspeakers.
Please accept my sincere and heartfelt
congratulations.

ˮ

Wojciech Pacula, Editor-in-Chief. Photos: Wojciech Pacula/High Fidelity.
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“Turn it up” one says, “What’s that noise, that rattle?” another
adds....”The speakers have blown, we need some new ones boss!’
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quips a member of the ‘BMD Crew’. Our little Tannoy Active’s have

500 cm

490 cm

power outlets in live room above skirting board
power outlets in control room above workstations

370 cm

270cm
speakers

where cabling will run - Grant says to run all wires in
an s-bend and we will sort out panels/sockets for
them after the build.

Headphone jack
double power sockets

ethernet/internet point

workstations

XLR plate M/F
Multi - Audio Plate
couch

SCALE 1/100

Finished project (above) with plans and construction underway good sound-proofing was essential to ensure best acoustics.
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better days....staff
and I’m
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“I can’t begin
to may
tellbeyou
whatthethese
Harbeth
in our studio and not with our young people.
speakers have done for our young people”, says an extremely
grateful Jamie O’Connor who runs a music project to help
engage disadvantaged young people in north-east England.
“They come from an area of extreme deprivation, they
don’t have computers or designer clothes, they never
watch football because they don’t have Sky; but now they
have, arguably, the best studio facility available in the area
– something of real quality that others, more fortunate,
around them didn’t have”, he adds.
“I estimate we have helped over sixty young people in
just a few short months with many, many more to benefit in
the future”.
The donated Harbeths are the centrepiece for all topics
of conversation, every user comments on their beauty, and
professional clients have expressed their jealousy over them.
Quite simply, they have changed our lives. So, from all the
young people of Brookfield, Preston we would like to thank
Harbeth very much.”
www.harbeth.co.uk
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New R&D Centre

The Old Barn on the
day Alan took it over.
The vast space makes
an ideal R&D test centre
and the view from
the windows over the
Sussex countryside is
stunning.
Alan has taken a
picturesque image
of the countryside
overlooking the barn –
this is online at www.
harbeth.co.uk/uk/
uploadfolder/Harbeth_
Vista_Web.jpg

NESTLING in the tranquil Sussex countryside, just a few miles from the recently enlarged
Harbeth factory, is a historic barn dating from 1580, with very high roof. When Alan
viewed The Old Barn he knew that it would make the perfect R&D Centre – quiet,
spacious and isolated. Negotiations complete, he moved in and set about installing all
his measuring equipment. The beautifully refurbished facility is up and running and he
is already busy working on developments for Harbeth’s 35th anniversary year in 2012.
“Set in hundreds of acres of open farmland it is a really peaceful site”, he explains with
only the birds for company. “This means it is perfect for the complex measurements I
need to make because there is virtually no background noise.”

Exercise for better health, better hearing
NEXT TIME...

26-V1 Dec 2011t

THERE’S been agreement on the Harbeth User
Group recently that sitting slumped in front of
our audio equipment has potentially disastrous
long-term health consequences.
Contributors to the online discussion say we
need to be active and, that means working-up a
sweat because of a healthy elevated heart rate.
But, in the comfort of our homes what can
we do that at least keeps us supple? Alan’s
personal fitness trainers is creating a short
exercise video every day for a whole year.
Victoria’s now posted the videos up to Day 100
and amazingly still has plenty more ideas to last
the entire 365 days.
She’s also volunteered to produce some
special Harbeth exercise-whilst-you-listen
routines for us and these are already being
made. More news as soon as they are onnline.
Meanwhile you can get a flavour of what you
are in for at www.yourdailyfitness.com – and,
yes, she knows the sound needs improving!
Harbeth Audio Ltd, 3-4 Enterprise Park, Lindfield, West Sussex RH16 2LH UK

Happy Birthday Harbeth - 2012 sees our
35th birthday and, naturally enough, we
plan to celebrate in style;
More on the new Harbeth R&D centre as
Alan gets to work on exciting new projects;
Plus news of Harbeth from around the
world.
Don’t forget to send us your stories for
inclusion - email words and photos to
pr-harbeth@btconnect.com
Season’s greetings to all our readers! The
Harbeth factory will be closed between
22 December and 3 January 2012, inclusive.

www.harbeth.co.uk
www.harbeth.co.uk
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